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Abstract. Study of wetting and nonwetting surfaces is very significant in various fields of science. Stability of selfassembled wettable layers over any surface is vital in that respect. The generation and then detection of defect sites
on such surfaces is also ominously important. In this study, self-assembled monolayers of PFDTS (1H,1H,2H,2Hperfluorodecyltrichlorosilane) molecules on silicon-wafer have been created by vapour deposition method. Due to
fluorinated tail of PFDTS molecule, the nature of surface will become hydrophobic. Such hydrophobic surface
normally leaves no deposits, except at a single point over the surface. Defect sights on PFDTS region produces
confined areas on the hydrophobic surface with different wettability. Such sights will facilitate narrowed deposition of
nanoparticles within the hydrophobic defects. These fluidic deposits will facilitate nanoscale interactions and drying
capillaries to play their role within such regions. Hydrophobic regions without defects show clean surface with no
deposition of nanoparticles, whereas close-packed gold nanorods have been observed within the confined defect
regions on PFDTS.
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Introduction

Gold nanoparticles have vastly attracted the attention of
researchers recently, owing to their fascinating optical
properties that arise from localized surface plasmon phenomena [1–9]. In case of anisotropic nanostructures such as
nanorods, there exist two plasmon resonance peaks due to
the plasmon bands along the width and length of the
nanorods, known as transverse and longitudinal plasmon
bands, respectively [10]. Self-assembly of such nanostructures is important owing to their uses that are primarily
dependent on their collective behaviour within the aligned
arrays. The physical response of an individual nanostructure
grows with the number of nanostructures within the ordered
array, consequently each individual response adds up and
enhances the resulting output. Therefore, controlling
nanoparticles alignment over various length scales and on
diverse surfaces requires further investigation.
Once dispersed in solution, nanorods are generally separated from one another under the influence of electrostatic
repulsion arising from their charged surfactant-stabilized
layers around the gold core [11]. However, the most dominant force between two nearby nanorods is the Van der
Waals attractive force, this attractive force self-assembles
nanorods in suspension near the three-phased contact line
[12,13]. In nanoparticle suspension, during evaporation of

aqueous phase, the capillary forces between nanorods
dominates and stir them to align completely face-to-face,
which lead to the formation of close-packed order arrays
[10,12]. Seed-mediated synthesis approach generally works
well to produce nearly monodisperse gold nanorods and this
method is very well established [10,14–17]. To achieve
deposition of nanoparticles at the desired locations through
surface functionalization can be difficult and more
demanding. Also, from such assembled arrays, the properties anticipated for various applications could be hindered
significantly by such surface coating at modified regions of
the substrate. Therefore, it is needed to develop a simple
method by which deposition as well as alignment of
nanorods can be controlled through the motion of contact
line. Also, patterning and ordered arrays can be accomplished without employing sophisticated and difficult
techniques.
Herein, wettable and nonwettable regions are designed
over a substrate to examine the deposition behaviour of
nanoparticles suspended in water. Non-heated substrate
showed perfect clean areas from gold nanorods, whereas
heat-treated surface showed absence of PFDTS molecules
from some regions that are detected by the presence of
nanorod deposits over the defect sites. Such substrate was
designed to provide the wettability variation, self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) of PFDTS on the silicon wafers to
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transform a defined geometry on a surface into hydrophobic
region. On such hydrophobic regions, SAMs of 1H-1H-2H2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDTS) molecules, suspension droplet of gold nanorods, typically sweeps away all
nanoparticles from such surface, owing to the droplet
hydrophobicity that do not allow the contact line to stick
with a surface. As a result, suspension droplet in the end
deposit nanorods in the form of agglomerated multilayer
arrays at a single point on the substrate, especially in case of
stationary contact line. In first case, a substrate design in
such a way that its central region design purely hydrophobic
with hydrophilic surrounding, showing deposits of gold
nanorods merely on a hydrophilic surrounding of the substrate, whereas central hydrophobic region is observed
completely depleted from nanorods. In second case on pure
PFDTS region, the defect sites establish deposition spots
(absence of PFDTS molecules) that allows the droplet
populated contact line to deposit monolayer close-packed
arrays of gold nanorods. The number of nanorods within
these defect sites depends upon the size of the defected
region. These results are discussed in terms of Van der
Waals, depletion and capillary interactions.

2.
2.1

Experimental
Materials

PFDTS (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane, 97%,
ABCR, Germany), hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (HAuCl4
3H2O, 99.999%, Aldrich), sodium borohydrate (NaBH4,
99%, Aldrich), ascorbic acid (AA, 99%, Merck), perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDTS, 97%, ABCR, Germany),
hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%, Merck), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Aldrich, 98%), silver nitrate
(AgNO3, 99%, Acros) were used. For synthesis, Milli-Q
quality water was used (18.2 Mcm), produced in a Simplicity 185 system (Millipore).

2.2

Synthesis of gold nanorods

Seed-mediated (two-step) procedure described by Nikoobakht and El-Sayed [18] is used to synthesize gold nanorods
for this study. At first, CTAB-coated seed nanoparticles
were prepared by mixing 20 ll of HAuCl4 (0.1 M) in 10 ml
of CTAB (0.1 M). Then 50 ll of ice-cold NaBH4 (0.1 M)
was introduced with continuous stirring for 15 min. This
solution with addition of NaBH4 quickly turns light brown,
showing the creation of gold seeds. The resulting seed
solution was kept at room temperature for an hour.
Secondly, gold nanorods were synthesized first by
preparing the growth solution via mixing 50 ll of HAuCl4
(0.1 M) with 10 ml of CTAB (0.1 M). This mixture was
kept at 25°C for an hour to dissolve CTAB completely in
water with rigorous stirring. Followed by 15 ll of AgNO3
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(0.1 M) at room temperature. Then 70 ll of ascorbic acid
(0.1 M) was introduced and the solution became colourless.
After that 20 ll of HCl (1 M) was added into the solution.
Lastly, 25 ll of seeds were introduced, and this growth
solution was left overnight at room temperature.
Before use, nanorod suspensions were centrifuged at
16000 rpm for 10 min to remove the excess CTAB, the
removal of excess CTAB is essential because these carbon
contents if present in excess will affect significantly the
SEM images. Centrifugation can remove probable amount
of CTAB, which can be translated into 21130 g via using
geometry of the rotor (radius 8.4 cm). The nanorod solution
was then stored in the refrigerator.

2.3

Surface preparation

SAMs surface patterns of PFDTS on silicon wafers are
deposited using standard clean room facilities, see figure 1.
The silane head group of PFDTS binds covalently to the
native silicon oxide, and exposes the fluorinated tail of
PFDTS to the liquid. The PFDTS assembly creates a densely packed layer of molecules with a height 1 nm. On
PFDTS layers, water has a stationary contact angle equals to
hstatic = 106°. The PFDTS vapour deposition is performed
in a degassed chamber, which is continuously exposed to
PFDTS plus water reservoirs to produce the respective
vapours. This will initiate the reaction on the wafer surface
and after development of the SAM, a chemically
hydrophobic surface is prepared. On silicon oxide surface,
the typical contact angles (static) are in the range of 40° and
with receding angles in the range of 15°.

2.4

Droplet deposition

For gold nanorod suspension, the substrates used in this
study were first ultrasonically cleaned in acetone for 5 min.
Then these substrates were rinsed with ethanol and distilled
water and finally dried in a nitrogen flow. In all cases, 5 ll
droplets of the nano-suspension were deposited on the clean
substrate and left to evaporate at room temperature. Typically, within nearly 3 h the solvent was completely
evaporated.

2.5

Characterization

Ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) spectroscopy for optical
absorbance of ultra-violet and visible light are carried out
using Ocean Optics (HR2000? spectrometer), in combination with a Mikropack UV–vis light source (model DH2000-BAL). For nanoparticles suspended in water, we used
standard semi-micro UV–vis cuvettes with dimensions
12.5 mm 9 12.5 mm 9 45 mm for the optical analysis. In
such UV–vis cuvettes, the distance travelled by the light
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Figure 1. Deposition of SAMs of PFDTS on silicon wafers.
Surface conversion from hydrophilic to hydrophobic nature.

through the water amounts to 10 mm. From figure 2 we can
see a typical spectrum showing three distinct peaks for
nanorods dimensions; i.e., transverse and longitudinal
peaks, whereas nano-cubes presence is highlighted by a
peak around 600 nm (see figure 2A).
High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM;
on a Merlin Zeiss 1550 system) was used for imaging of
nanoparticle deposits; typical voltages in the range
0.1–30 kV were accessible. Images used in this study were
acquired at an accelerating voltage of 2 kV. A typical SEM
image of gold nanorods is shown in figure 2B.

3.

Results

Hydrophobic surfaces are important owing to their uses in
diverse fields, especially those requires no or limited wettability. Electronic circuits designed over hydrophobic
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surfaces at various length scale from macro to micro level is
vital, since such systems do not allow water and other
wettable solution to slip away quickly from those surfaces.
Therefore, such system will work for long time and reduces
loses in electrical energy. Other relevant fields such as
cleaning of internal parts of the compact assembled equipment, hydrophobic glasses that self-clean difficult and high
altitude buildings, screen that leaves surface stains on a
surface due to liquid remains that dries, inkjet printer nozzles that accumulate ink rest around these nozzles in the end
block the ink flow.
First of all, droplet of nanorod suspension is placed on a
substrate comprise of hydrophobic rectangular area at the
centre, which is surrounded by hydrophilic silicon wafers.
Deposition of a suspension droplet on a substrate covers
hydrophilic region and during drying process three-phased
contact line at some point reaches pure hydrophobic centre.
Suspended gold nanorods during this process deposit over
hydrophilic region, whereas near the interfacial boundary
between the two different wettable regions, such contact
line slipped portions will create tension over the remaining
stick-portion of the contact line. As a result, the contact line
slips over the hydrophobic surface and will move inwards
without leaving deposits of nanoparticles. In the meantime,
some portions of the three-phased contact line still stay over
the hydrophilic surface, while the slip portion moves
towards that stick-part of the contact line. The slip-over
portion of the droplet contact line passes through a certain
patch of the hydrophobic region. Finally, the contact line
moves over the hydrophobic region swiftly without
depositing any particles. Nearly all nanoparticles deposit
over the hydrophilic-surrounded region.
Schematically clean hydrophilic and hydrophobic areas
of a substrate are shown in figure 3. Gold nanorods droplet
is shown covering the whole area of the substrate, while the

Figure 2. (A) UV–vis spectrum of gold nanorods showing three peaks: two peaks are transverse and longitudinal
peaks of gold nanorods, while a peak position at 600 nm is due to the presence of cube-like gold nanoparticles.
(B) SEM image of gold nanorods on SiO2 surface.
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Figure 3. (A) Substrate design comprises of hydrophobic (blue) and hydrophilic (black) regions. (B) Droplet
deposition over the substrate, where nanorods are suspended in water. (C) Nanorods deposit over the hydrophilic part
of the substrate.

Figure 4. (A and B) PFDTS regions depleted from gold nanorods, while gold nanorod deposits merely on SiO2 surrounding.

three-phase contact line initially pinned over the hydrophilic portion of the substrate. After complete evaporation
of the aqueous phase, gold nanorods are merely deposited
over the surrounding hydrophilic region. However,
hydrophobic central region remains depleted from gold
nanorods, see figure 3A and B. SEM images on such surfaces are showing two distinct regions, a clean region
showing no particles is pure PFDTS, whereas deposits of
gold nanorods in the surrounding is pure SiO2 region, see
figure 4A and B. These two different regions with unlike
wettability are separated by a dashed line; i.e., interface
between the two regions.
In the second case, similar surface design of as-prepared
substrate is placed in boiling water (\100°C) for 30 min
and followed by rinsing in ethyl alcohol and then in water
with subsequent drying in a nitrogen flow. This kind of
treatment was employed to remove the unbound PFDTS
molecules, if present over the SAM layers of the PFDTS on
SiO2 surface. Interestingly, such treatment showed that
there exists some regions over SiO2 surface that did not
bound tightly PFDTS molecules with the surface and seems
to remove from the surface. The defect sites are exposed via
showing different wettability by allowing gold nanorods to

accumulate at those areas. Droplet comprises of gold
nanorods in suspension after passing through hydrophilic
regions, the sliding three-phase contact line when passed
through the PFDTS region left behind deposits of gold
nanorods. After the complete evaporation of aqueous phase,
these sites are decorated by isolated patterns. These patterns
are showing side-by-side aligned arrays of nanorods in
confined region of defect sites. The entire process of droplet
behaviour during drying and formation of fluidic nanorod
suspension deposits is shown schematically in figure 5. The
presence of a droplet of gold nanorods on pure PFDTS is
shown in figure 5A, followed by fluidic patches of suspension that are left behind by moving contact line around
the defect sites (figure 5B and C). The evaporation of solvent (figure 5D) that leads to patterning of gold nanorods
within these defects are displayed in figure 5E.
SEM images of gold nanorod patterning are shown in
figure 6. Interestingly, all defect regions that formed owing
to the absence of PFDTS molecules are revealed by the
deposited arrays of gold nanorods. The self-assembly within
each individual defect site is showing close-packed arrays
of gold nanorods. In general, regions with the area greater
than the few nanorods widths do not show close-packed and
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Figure 5. (A) Schematic representation of droplet of gold nanorod suspension on PFDTS. (B and C) Fluidic left
over of suspension at the defect sites. (D) Evaporation of aqueous phase within the defect areas. (E) SEM image of
patterning of gold nanorods within these defect sites on PFDTS.

side-by-side aligned gold nanorods, because nanorods have
enough space to orient and consequently observed in disorder. Therefore experimentally in large confined regions,
nanorods generally deposit over the surface widely spread
and unaligned [8,19]. On the other hand, within these defect
sites where mean width has a dimension larger than
100 nm 9 100 nm are showing close-packed and ordered
arrays of monolayer gold nanorods, see figure 6A–D.
4.

Discussion

In this study, a similar surface design comprises of two
different wettable surface regions. The central region is pure
hydrophobic, whereas surrounding region is pure hydrophilic. Gold nanorods suspended in water is deposited over
these surfaces in the form of a droplet. After complete
evaporation of the solvent, gold nanorods were merely

observed on the hydrophilic (wetting) regions, whereas
hydrophobic (nonwetting) regions were generally depleted
from gold nanorods. On wetting regions, contact line pins
with the substrate owing to the presence of gold nanorods
near the three-phased contact line, while on the nonwetting
region the similar contact line slips and during its motion it
sweeps nanorods. These nanorods keep on suspended in
water. Therefore, in the end no gold nanorods were
observed on such surfaces.
Two techniques were employed on such substrates:
(i) No heat treatment: Substrate prepared was cleaned in
ethyl alcohol then rinsed in water and dried in
nitrogen flow.
(ii) Heat treatment: Substrate prepared was placed in
boiling water covered in a container at \100°C,
cleaned in ethyl alcohol then rinsed in water and dried
in nitrogen flow.
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Figure 6.
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(A–D) SEM images of gold nanorod deposits within defect sites of PFDTS.

First action involves no heat treatment, demonstrated no
defect region sites on PFDTS part of the surface and hence
no gold nanorod deposits, whereas heat-treated substrate
showed regions on nonwetting portion of the substrate that
were accumulated by some nanorods. These nanorod patterns observed on those particular areas from where PFDTS
SAMs were removed. Therefore, such defect sites display
different wettability that allow hydrophilic surface of gold
nanorods to deposit within these confined locations. On the
basis of such observation, gold nanorods also highlighted
defect positions over PFDTS surface. Moreover, such
PFDTS layers could be removed from some locations by
heat treatment. However, most of the places on PFDTS
surface show unaltered wettability, which indicate that there
could exist some places on PFDTS surface where such
molecules are not tightly bound but most of the PFDTS
molecules remain intact with the surface and showing their
typical hydrophobic nature.

Evaporating droplet comprises of gold nanorods in suspension on aforementioned surfaces deposits nearly all
nanoparticles on hydrophilic region, especially on defectfree PFDTS arrangement. On the other hand, besides
hydrophilic region gold nanorods also accumulate some of
the defect places on PFDTS. The possible reason for such
close-packed monolayer arrays within defect sites is the
fluidic left-over of contact line. As sliding contact line over
the PFDTS portion of the substrate reaches to the defect
site, it leaves behind fluidic suspension owing to the fact
that the presence of nanoparticles near the contact line will
stick to the surface. During drying of fluid suspension, it
will not only deposit nanorods over the surface but also the
induced capillary forces will bring them closer to align
further with each other, see figure 7.
The number of nanoparticles deposited within the various
defect regions over the PFDTS part of the substrate are
plotted against the area of the defect sites, see figure 8. The
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Figure 7. Schematic of a fluid leftover within the defect site of
the PFDTS. During evaporation of aqueous phase, the most
probable orientation of gold nanorods is side-by-side arrangement.
Figure 9. Plots of various defect site lengths against the surfaceto-surface separation of gold nanorods. (A) Van der Waals energy,
(B) depletion interaction in the presence of CTAB molecules.

Figure 8. Plot of various defect areas vs. the number of
deposited gold nanorods. A black dashed line represents the linear
fit. Error in defect area is 10% whereas in number of nanorods
amounts to 2%.

plot shows that as the area of the defect region increases, the
number of gold nanorods also increases. The data show for
the 10% error in the defect area and 2% error for the calculated number of nanorods. The black dashed line in figure 8 represents the linear increase in the number of
nanorod deposits with defect area on the PFDTS region. We
approximated the defect areas in two geometrical shapes,
round areas are approximated with a circle, whereas elongated regions are approximated with a rectangle. Therefore,
areas mentioned in figure 8 are mapped with such shapes
and consequently the defect area is estimated.

For theoretical estimation of nanoscale energy, the Van
der Waals and depletion interaction within the various
length of confined sites are plotted against the surface-tosurface separation between two gold nanorods. The attractive Van der Waals energy for the smallest confined length
of the defect site shows more attraction than for those two
nanorods deposited at the larger confined length, see
figure 9A. Similarly, depletion interaction also plays their
part in such deposits, as CTAB molecules are present as
well in suspension with the gold nanorods. There is a possibility that such molecules pushed out when present
between two nanorods owing to the unbalanced osmotic
pressure over the CTAB molecules. This osmotic pressure
will induce overlapping of depletion zones around nanorods
that will tend to push nanorods together, which facilitates
their face-to-face arrangement. As expected, for smaller
confined length depletion energy rapidly goes down (more
attractive) than those located at the longer confined length,
see figure 9B. Theoretical plots are very much in line with
the experimental results, shown in figure 6.

5.

Conclusion

In this study, wettable and nonwettable regions of the substrate
are analysed under two different conditions: (1) untreated asprepared substrate and (2) heat treated above 100°C substrate.
The first one showed distinct patterning of gold nanorods
where wetting regions are deposited with nanorods, while
nonwetting region showed completely depleted regions from
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gold nanorods. On the other hand, heat-treated substrate
showed some deposits of gold nanorods on the nonwetting
PFDTS surface. Such regions were created owing to the heat
treatment of the sample, which possibly removed the selfassembled layers of the PFDTS molecules from some locations
of the nonwetting region. Gold nanorods deposition highlighted those defect points on the surface, which is a useful
technique to detect defects within such molecular level
arrangements over the surfaces.
Self-assembled arrays within such defects showed
monolayer arrangement of side-by-side assembled gold
nanorods. Such assembly is very much possible if contact
line of a droplet leaves behind fluidic suspension within the
defect site. During evaporation of the aqueous phase, such
fluidic suspension owing to capillary interaction selfassembles in close-packed arrays. These results are also
mapped with the theoretical Van der Waals and depletion
interaction within the confined length. Theoretical plots
nicely favour the formation of such close-packed arrays
within the defect sites.
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